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drowning in the flood of news, he must forget. “[T]he more superficial, unimportant, and spectacular the information, the more people
will be interested in it
public opinion revolves only around problems of the immediate present” (Ellul 1967, p. 55). Someone living
in the news demands immediate solutions, perhaps sensing that
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ate how mnch hydrogen in a particular year. Similarly, it is unreasonable to expect an economist to foretell a country’s balance of
payments or inflation rate or interest rates in the unique historical
circumstances of a few years later. Astronomers can foretell events
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docisioiis, wl;oso effects are harder to cope wit-h than the graditall;
occurring cumulative effects of innumerable decentralized private
4
decisions.
All planning necessarily looks to the fhture. But just as the logic
of a market economy recommends decentralized planning, so it recOrIIihloflhlc
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policy responses and their impact might make those responses perverse and destabilizing when they took belated effect. But this dliiiculty would presumably plague a policy of sharp shifts, not a steady
policy. Steadiness is easier in pursuing a single goal than multiple
goals with changing weights. Like a good driver, the authority might
~
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Objections to stable nioney mentioned so far are really objections
to more or less tacitly assumed methods of implementing the policy.
Some modern “Austrian” economists, in particular, worry about
“injection effects of expanding the money supply even merely to
keep the price level from sagging in a technologically advancing

Ways ol avoiding price deflation without monetary Injections are

mentioned toward the end of this paper—in ease injection effects
really are worrisome. Rather than repeat what I have said elsewhere
on this issue, however, I turn to more fundamental issues.

Productivity. Ecjuity, and the Price Level

al mc lice (ii tile price—I eve i guarauree.
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pay an insurance premium for shock protection by accepting lower
interest rates than if they bore the risk themselves. If an adverse

5liock does occur and creditors gain from a price level nevertheless
kept stal Ac, then they are iii a position like that of a householder who
bene Ills’’ From II I javi ng I eeii insured (and havtng paid the premiums)
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(19Db) and Benjamin Anderson ([191/i t922), I said thatthese economists had tried “to distinguish, though not in a way intelligible to
me, between the value of money and its purchasing power, the
reciprocal of the price level.”
After further study ofDavidson’s writings (listed in the references),
I now think I see what he meant, Gustav Cassel had forthrightly

wanting to adjust tne dennitlon ot tne meter accorning to enanges
in the average absolute length ofobjects measured; it is like wanting
a separate meter for children, shorter than the adult meter (Davidson
as

1922, p. 113).
Yet is it not true that all measurement is necessarily relative? There

are
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utterly absolute standards—are there?—of length or mass or
Ii
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among secretaries).
It is misleading, furthermore, to consider goods affected by technical progress only separately, one by one. Pervasive contributions to
productivity, including capital accumulation and gains in knowl-

(t;NP) would trend upward at a rate thought consistent with average

price stability over the long run. Bennett McCallum (1987 and 1989,
chap. 16) explains a rule aiming at this result. Michael Bradley and

l)ennis Jansen (1989) describe nominal-GNP targeting as a straddle
between priee~Ievelamid real-output targeting, the latter being quite
inappropriate for reasons one hopes are himiliar. Nominal targeting

or, say, to lailure ot a major export crop. It a severe iOss Ot income
and wealth must be quickly allocated over its population somehow
or other, an inflationary tax on cash balances and nominal incomes
can hardly be ruled out a priori as a one method.8
Suppose, furthermore, that the shock directly raises some specific
prices and others closely linked with them. The pattern of relative

sure. (Why cut a p-ice or wage it monetary expansion is likely to

make the cut unnecessary?) A policy of accepting and supporting a
shock-induced rise in the price level would thus worsen the very
stickiness that seems to recommend that policy. A firm and credible

commitment to a stable price level, on the other hand, would eneourage price-setters and wage negotiators to yield to market pressures

outcomes—prices, allocation ol resources among ditlerent lines of
production, geographic distribution ofproductive activities, patterns
of employment and unemployment, and distributions of income and
wealth.

For monetary regimes, the basic institutional choice concerns the
unit of account—the unit in which prices are set, accounting con-

i heir l)0ItiOhi() ctioiccs can express tneir aumerent degrees 01 wunng—
ness to hear risk. Business firms can raise funds not only byborrowing
in nominal terms but also by obtaining loans with equity participa—
lions or by selling stock. A sound monetary system improves such
opportnimities by Ilicilitatiug financial intermediation and innovation.

As a gestiii’e toward completeness, we should briefly note some

pp. 283—84). Relatedly, a policy of keeping inliation steady at a
positive rate is not credible and so can hardly serve as a focal poiiIt
of private expectations, whereas there is something special about a
rate of zero.

The Unit of Account and Free Banking

(Jhoice ol a commodity-defined unit ot account, on the other
hand—preferably one defined by a comprehensive bundle of goods
and services—makes possible fl-ce banking as envisaged in several

current proposals. Rather than again describe a proposal by Robert L.
Greenfield and me, I’ll simply liken it to Irving Fisher’s compensated
dollar of 1920 modified as mentioned
in this paper and further

om a nat meumum or excnange iueauy manageu ny a governmeutai
authority. Such people would solve monetary problems by assigning
them to a philosophei-king.
Ideally managed government fiat mnoney is beguiling. Each person
can imagine its being managed as he deems best for each imagined
set of circumstances. Apait flomn this chimerical aspect, the sorry
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ON FOOT-LOOSE PRICES AND FORECAST-FREE
MONETARY REGIMES

George A. Sd gin

A 1~rice-IAeve1Regime versus a Stable
Money-Income Regime
Consider how the score unfolds swat by swat. Early in his paper,
Yeager refers to my argument that an MV regime stabilizes aggregate
m:lemand while avoiding abnormal profits or profit expectations in
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in productivity arise: In that ease, he argues, “Good; cannot all fall
in price relative to each other.” i’herefore, he asks, “Why not absorb
what would otherwise he a downwai-d general pressure on prices” by
expanding the money stock? The answer is that, when productivity is
generally improving, the prices of goods must fall ielative to the
nrices of factors of production (e.u.. waae rates). Then, if downward

meager s argument is invalid on two grounds. lust, it attacks the
straw maim of “accommodative” monetary policy, erected by Yeager
himself Under the standard assumption of a unitary income—elastic-

ity of demand for real money balances, an MV policy in the face of
an adverse supply shock would (unlike an accommodative policy)
riot require any monetary expansion. Second, the argument proves

various

legal restrictions. Thus, free banking seems to offer a practical

and nongovernmental basis fbr implementing an MV regime. On the
other hand, there is no evidence that Yeager’s distinct vision of free
banking would automatically emerge as a spontaneous consequence

of laissez faire (including shutting down the Fed). Yeager’s scheme
could happen if enough persons attach a high value to having money
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suggestion ol a bundle consisting 0! specified

mluantities of aluminum, copper, plywood, and ammonium nitrate.

JElall chose this bundle, which he dubbed the ANCAP, “after studying the relation between the cost of living and the prices of a long
list of suitable commodities. Alas, soon after Hall made his sugges—
lion, the ANCAP and the CPI began to quarrel and then parted

